
 

St Peter’s PTA Committee Meeting – 22nd September 2022  
(in School)                            
 

 

Minutes 
 

Present 
 
Jules Allen 
Beth Court 
Mia Dawson 
Mel Hudson  
Fiona Fulton – Chair of PTA 
Phil Randall – Head of School 
Sue Whiffin – Secretary of PTA 
Sarah Williams 
 

Apologies 
 
Nicola Booth 
Mukie Gosrani – Treasurer of PTA 
Jo Inverarity  
Reji Kombarakaran 
Krisztina Palko-Savage 
Helen Patterson  
Urmi Shah 
Nikki Saunders 
Sonia Torres 
 

 

Fiona welcomed everyone who was able to attend today, it is always encouraging to have so many 

people here in person as well as involved practically at our events; and we continue to be grateful 

for everyone’s support.  With an increase in numbers we can support so much more within the 

school, which benefits the entire school community.  The PTA is also thankful to Phil for his support. 

Minutes of the last meeting 

Fiona read through the minutes including: 

Car parking continues to be an excellent fund raising initiative; Sports Presentation evening went 

well, and the Prom went ahead which was fantastic. It was a great evening for the 212 attendees 

and the venue gave positive feedback.  There could be challenges with accommodating everyone 

(EGCC set a cap on numbers) so could explore alternative venues (Exeter Castle, University 

premises). Action : Set up Prom Committee to organise with Head of Year (Gemma Hartnell), some 

students and a small PTA representation.   

£1100 taken in second hand uniform on the Open Evening on 6th July. 

Mukie is taking over the responsibility of charity car parking and shadowed Fiona on the June date. 

The minutes were agreed as a true record. 

School Headlines 

Phil reported that exam results are not yet verified (November), but very pleased to see results 

above national average on core subjects.  Areas that we have been working hard on had significantly 

improved, especially following the challenges of the COVID years. English and modern languages, as 

well as many other subjects, have done particularly well in line with school values and ethos.   It is 

thrilling to see how staff have developed and grown, supported by plenty of training, and the 

evidence shows we can do this again – it is not just a fluke!   



It has been a great start to term, there is still COVID around but not as awful as it has been.   

Year 7 pupils have been to Escot, plus embedding of routines, focus on learning and getting on well 

with each other.  Open Day/Evenings seem to have gone well and thanks to PTA for their input. 

We are looking to see what we can do within our microcosm society - this can be a challenge as well 

as a privilege. The cost of living crisis has not really had an impact yet, and Phil has challenged the 

leadership team to come up with ideas to help parents around the cost of living.  He is meeting with 

Governors to support and approve a small amount of funding and if we can do some things, however 

small, then we can provide one source of hope and help.  This is also affecting staff and in general is 

something we need to do something about. 

Linking to the success of PTA with second hand uniform (which is only going to increase going 

forward) Phil will ask Governors for their approval for a paid role that would build on PTA skills 

around second hand uniform, with a clothes bank initiative providing families with an opportunity to 

pick up shirts/coats etc. The Governors will be asked to fund a number of days, but it is difficult to 

predict how successful it will be and it may take time.  Also look at foodbank ideas as well as 

websites and apps to link to with reduced price products.  Will also ask for donations to Hardship 

Fund. 

The School will go ahead with residentials and learning enrichment weeks but balanced with 

sensitivity.  Keen to get more money for those sort of things, and could include hardship donations 

as part of the PTA bids to support a range of activities.  Refer Premier Inn’s donation to Great 

Ormond Street Hospital, cleverly pitched/pay it forward scheme and add a voluntary donation 

option on payments?  There will be a letter to parents in due course but keen to receive any ideas or 

suggestions. 

Following the success of previous autumnal bulb planting, Phil asked if the PTA would be happy to 

organise a similar event this year contacting various organisations/Tesco/B&Q and other generous 

suppliers?  B&Q had been very generous last year, and Aldi would have supported if their supplies 

had not been depleted. Becky Wickenden is happy to help on the school’s behalf with the Head of 

Year, and if we can do over the next few years it will benefit pupils as well as the environment, and 

create a legacy.  Last year we planted bulbs just after October half term; but suggest earlier this 

year. Action : Phil to update his letter and send via PTA to co-ordinate.  

Staffing – we are waiting for a Chemistry teacher to join the school after October half term.  Ideally 

would like to employ a part time position as well.  Mindful of impact on Science team with covering 

classes and illness.   

In last week’s staff bulletin, Phil circulated an advert for PTA bids and will do so for the next few 

weeks.  Criteria set of how many will benefit, how long for and how will it support the character 

compass.  Suggested a deadline of after October half term ahead of the November AGM. 

South West Hub went well and hopefully will grow in numbers.    

There was discussion around the canteen food at the end of each day and could that be used as part 

of supporting cost of living?  Also the local food sharing app OLIO.  Action : All to consider and 

forward to Phil any suggestions. Need to handle sensitively but at the same time don’t want people 

to miss out – or have food waste. 

https://olioex.com/


There could be a food contribution session where children can bring in tins/boxes of foods then 

liaise with Foodbank and/or Tesco to help move on, so we have contributed.  It would be difficult to 

support the St Peters community directly but can help in a small indirect way. 

Clothes swap shop could be an option but needs to be carefully balanced against helping families 

who may not be able to afford it, against bringing in income to the school.  We already do straight 

swaps on skirts and rugby tops in particular.   Mia advised of Give Back as another possible initiative. 

Treasurers Report 

Sue read out Mukies report: 

Please find outline summary of last year. I am preparing final accounts for the charities commission 
and will have them ready for our AGM  
 
The primary income streams were: 
 
Uniform Sales    - £3808.00 
Film Events         - £1455.00 
Prom 2022.         - £2175.97 
Charity Parking  - £   690.00 
Amazon Smile.  - £.  285.58 
 
We also supported all the bids last year totalling a sum of £2533.00. 
 
Please could you cover the above in my absence at the meeting on Monday and also ask that the bids 
for this year are submitted for consideration. 
 

Discussion on Prom profit; Fiona gave background on expenditure and ticket price which needs 

taking into consideration against attendees which is always unknown in advance.  Ticket price was 

set at the lowest student number (n=160) and there were 212 students who paid so the difference 

came from that difference in number of children attending.  Some years can make a financial loss. 

Can either leave as is, and funding goes back into school but technically this year’s ticket could have 

been £10 cheaper per pupil.  Going forward we want all pupils who can attend to be able to attend 

so part of the hardship fund could be ring-fenced for Prom. This year’s cohort is 261.  Only a small 

number will be ineligible.  PTA did contribute £2 per head this year to reduce the cost from £40 to 

£38. 

 

Volunteering Update 

Fiona did not have the breakdown of numbers from Grease but it all seemed to flow well with 

drinks, snacks, raffle and lost property sales.  Next year’s performance is We Will Rock You from 7-

10th March 2022.  Start on sourcing raffle prizes after Christmas. 

Sports Presentation Evening went well; these are also good opportunities for the PTA to get to know 

each other. 

Charity Car Parking Sunday 19th March 2023, Saturday 15th July 2023, Sunday 24th September 2023.  

We are also on the list for cancellations.  Please put in your diaries and any help you can provide will 

be appreciated.  Pray for good weather and a steady stream of cars throughout the day. 



Year 7 Movie Night – 13th October at 3.30pm has been proposed. Sonia has been looking into. 

Bags for School – Fiona had been contacted by the charity, might be worth trying but there could be 

logistic issues with bringing in bags on public transport etc and if children would actually be willing to 

bring in. Storage could also be an issue.  Action : Check with Martin Thompson in Yr 7 – could tie in 

with Movie Night and parents collecting children?     

Prom 2023 – Yr 11 Head of Year has been in touch and is happy to work with PTA on taking forward.  

Fiona has typed up some notes on what is involved and process. Action : Fiona to forward notes to 

Gemma.  Discussion around dates; ideally would avoid Sports Day or during the Yr 6 options but 14th 

is the last day before enrichment week.   

Action : Phil to confirm date.   

Action : Mel to contact EGCC re suggested dates of 30th June or 7th July 2023. 

Future Fundraising Plans – any suggestions welcome and can share via email or WhatsApp group. 

Parents evenings will be blended going forwards with some online and some in person, so that may 

be an opportunity to support. 

Keep an eye on the school calendar for opportunities to sell uniform and snacks at events where 

parents are in person in the school. 

Having a PTA in a secondary school is uncommon but great that we can support and make a positive 

contribution. 

 

Any Other Business 

At the Yr6 Open Evening, Mel and Nikki discussed having a card machine for uniform purchases, 

after requests from parents.  Beth has spoken to Graham (Kirk) about how to take forward.   

Thanks to Beth and Fiona for their continued help and efforts with second hand uniform.  Fiona 

added that any PTA volunteers who would be happy to sew buttons, re-elasticate waistbands and 

replace zips on skirts would also be appreciated.  Please get in touch if you can help with this. 

Thanks to everyone for contributions and support, it is very much appreciated 

 

Date of Next Meeting :   AGM on Monday 14th November 2022, starting at 6.30pm 

 

Meeting closed. 

 

 

Sue Whiffin 
26th September 2022 

 


